
SEGMEDICAL



Background

• In Neurosurgery, even with CT and MRI, the information is still 
provided by 2D images. The surgeon relies on his imagination for 
surgical planning. To overcome these limitations, 3D technology has 
the potential to provide detailed information on the 3D orientation of 
the surgical site



Hypothesis

The use high-end technology in medicine, including Virtual or 

Augmented Reality can enhance human capabilities with greater 

insight, pinpoint accuracy and better outcomes for the patients.



Problem?

● In surgery, even with modern diagnostic imaging modalities like CT and MRI, structural 

information is still usually provided to the surgeon by 2D image stacks, albeit in 

different planes on a flat-screen. The clinician relies on his spatial-visual imagination of 

patient-specific anatomy for surgical planning and the surgery itself, which can be 

challenging and can potentially lead to a non-optimal surgical approach and poor 

patient outcomes.

● Additionally, surgeons struggle to keep pace with highly evolving technical devices.

● 80-90% Residents/junior doctors are released in the real-world field unprepared with 

a big “skill gap” due to lack of cases, workshops, and training.



Problem?

This can lead to:

● Extended OR time

● Improper patient selection

● More surprises and unforeseen situations in the OR

● Increased complications, morbidity and mortality

● Longer patient recovery time and poorer outcomes

● Reduced confidence in surgical success prior to a procedure

● Bigger learning curve

● Larger training gap



~200.000-300.000$

Surgical simulators are extremely 
expensive and not patient specific



Current flow of pre-operative planning

1. Day before surgery:

- Received patient medical images

- Visualizing the images on local computer

- Analyzing the images together with other doctors, seniors, juniors

- Determine best surgical approach for the patient specific anatomy and possible outcome / complications

2. Surgery day (usually most of images are hard to recall)

- Patient in O.R.

- Try recalling the anatomical correlation of the patient specific disease and the nuances of the approach

- Expect different results of the approach due to anatomical variation during the surgery



Proposed flow of pre-operative planning

1. One day before surgery:

- Received patient medical images

- Integrating images in the system for 3D AR model segmentation

- Analyzing the 3d Volumes together with other doctors, seniors, juniors by using special glasses or smartphone/tablet 
application. Possible to consult with any other doctors from any point in the world due to remote access to the model for 
additional advices.

- Determine best surgical approach for the patient specific anatomy and possible outcome / complications

2. Surgery day (models can be opened in OR, by using the glasses directly on the patient)

- Patient in O.R.

- No need to recall mentally all the 2D images.

- Expect better results due to direct access to virtual view of the patient’s anatomy



What’s the idea
● Develop 3D digital visualization software and augmented reality 

tools that will support surgeons in neurosurgery, ophthalmology, 
general surgery (laparoscopy) etc.

● Create an interactive virtual reality surgical platform to help 
doctors to identify anatomy of interest and allows them to use the 
platform’s depth information to enhance detailed medical images 
in real-time.

● Create a platform where multiple surgeons can interact with one 
another and go through training lessons or practice procedures 
together.

● Develop an AR and VR educational tools for doctors and medical 
students.



Can be used  at any stage of medical 
journey



Image processing + segmentation 3D rendering of separate brain structures

Prototype for preoperative planning
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PREOPERATIVE 3D Planning

“The unseen enemy is always the 

most fearsome.”

George R.R. Martin

DSA

MRI
CT

DICOM VIEWER
SEGMENTATION



The method
semi-automatic voxel and polygonal approximation 

of various anatomical formations 

SEGMENTATION
(selection) objects of interest from DICOM-series



DICOM VIEWER

Inobitec.com

PERSONALIZED 3D 



HEMATOMA
volume and surgery plan

V=40ml3



After surgery
complete removal



CAVERNOMA
brainstem surgery plan

PERSONALIZED 3D 



surgery plan



CRANIOPLASTY
implant modeling 



GLIOMA
resection plan



GLIOMA
resection plan



MENINGIOMA
Approach and resection plan









Patient consent was taken





























What can we achieve? (small scale)

● Faster and better patient selection
● Instantaneous and precise visualization of 3D spatial relationships
● Holographic-like images of organs, blood vessels, nerves and other, allow doctors to 

rotate, re-size, dissect and create virtual patient-specific surgical views.
● Interact with patient anatomy to identify optimal treatment target and approach, 

capturing accurate measurements, distances and angles
● Perceived in a mixed/augmented reality (glasses or even a phone/tablet) every angle of a 

patient’s specific anatomy
● Interactively perform virtual procedure on patient-specific data to gain pre-operative 

experience and confirm treatment plan



What can we achieve? (large scale)

● Bigger social circles and more conference gathered on specific virtual cases

● Faster consultations on any point in the world

● More collaboration with different specialties

● Easier training for medical students, residents, junior doctors, nurses

● Collaboration with medical tech giants like Medtronic, abbott, Boston Scientific to 

help doctors learn their instruments/devices and have feedback directly from them.
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Our team

• Dr. Andrusca

CEO, neurosurgeon

@: Andrusca.Alexandru@gmail.com

Tel: +37369077771

• Dr. Andronachi

Senior Neurosurgeon

@: avictor73@gmail.com

Tel: +37369190537
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